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On the sidelines of the 5th thematic session of the Global Compact on Migration, France organised a parallel event on 4 September 2017 on improving the
protection of unaccompanied
minors along migration routes.
The event was moderated by
Ms. Coralie Capdeboscq, an
expert from the French Office for
the Protection of Refugees and
Stateless Persons.
“OFPRA is fully mobilised for
protecting victims of human
trafficking who are looking for
international protection"
The challenge is to never overlook a need for protection where
the asylum-seeker concerned
was a victim of one or more
forms of trafficking, which generates in them well-founded
fears of persecution or inhuman
or degrading treatment if they
return to their country of origin.
At the same time, the Office
keeps a particularly watchful eye

will apply for asylum and who, to
undermine the attempts of certain networks to instrumentalise
the procedure, oblige their victims to submit applications for
asylum prepared under their
control, for the purpose of regularisation. As part of its mission
of protection, OFRPA has been
reorganising itself for the past
four years so that it can support victims of human trafficking more effectively. Thus, in
2013, it set up a group of advisors dedicated to the specific
needs
At present, the Office is essentially occupied on behalf of
women and girls, mostly from
sub-Saharan Africa and the
Balkan region, who have been
victims of human trafficking for
the purpose of sexual exploitation. It intends to pursue and
enhance its ability to identify
victims of all forms of human
trafficking so as ultimately to
better ensure

their protection every time that
they claim the right to asylum.
This involvement has been
strengthened since 2015 in the
context of the migration crisis.
This crisis of unprecedented
magnitude has significantly aggravated the exposure of migrants, particularly the most
vulnerable – unaccompanied
minors and isolated women – to
the risks of exploitation by
forced sexual procuring, work,
begging or delinquency, beginning in the country of origin, in
the countries of transit, or even
in French territory, trafficking
networks being active all along
the migration routes. In this
context, OFPRA pays specific
attention to trafficking of minors, sharing with its contacts in
the institutional, academic and
voluntary sectors an observation
that the age of certain victims in
asylum applications has decreased.
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According to Eurostat, more
than 1 million asylum
applications have been
submitted in the European
Union in 2016.
According to
France, in 2015;

OFPRA,

The constant commitment of France to the
migrant issue

in
France appoints an ambassador in charge

80,075 asylum applications
were submitted

Relocation, France has increased its requests
to take charge or take back asylum seekers.

Which is 23.6% more than the
previous year

By way of illustration, 25,963 referrals were
made in 2016, compared with 11,657 in 2015.
These referrals resulted in 1293 transfers to
another member state, compared with 525 in
2015.

19,506 people benefited from
international protection



69,265
asylum
applications in France
in 2016

Law No. 2015-925 of 29 July 2015
concerning the reform of the
right of asylum
New essential contributions:










It extends the rights of
asylum seekers:
It allows the asylum
seeker to benefit from
representation before
OFPRA;
It systematises the
suspensive appeal to the
CNDA for asylum seekers,
even for accelerated
procedures;
It enables better
diagnostics and
consideration of
vulnerability in all the
stages of the asylum
seeker’s journey
It accelerates the
procedure (target 9
months);

solidarity in the reception process for asylum
seekers.

Pascal Teixeira da Silva, the former
ambassador of France to Portugal and then to
Austria, was appointed on 6 September 2017
as ambassador responsible for migration.
Announced on 29 August 2017 by the
President of the Republic Emmanuel Macron,
will mainly involve working upstream with the
countries of origin and transit of migrants.
This appointment clearly illustrates France's
major concern for migration issues. France is
not the only country to have appointed an
ambassador responsible for migration;
Belgium also has a special envoy for this issue,
Claude Rijmenans.

The EU-Turkey Agreement of 18 March 2016:
The aim of the EU-Turkey Agreement is to
put an end to irregular migration from
Turkey to the EU member states.
The procedure introduced by the declaration
is based on three main pillars:



The return to Turkey since 18 March
2016 of all migrants who have arrived
in the Greek islands, after a possible
examination of their asylum application
according to a so-called admissibility
procedure to assess whether Turkey
represents a “safe third country” for the
applicant



Concerning Syrians eligible to apply for
asylum, they will be accepted on EU soil
in return for an equivalent number of
Syrians being sent back to Turkish soil,
up to a limit of 72,000 persons



A financial contribution of 3 billion euros
to meet the costs to the Turkish state of
receiving these migrants.

The “Dublin” procedure: an emergency
mechanism in response to the migration crisis
If the communitisation of the stages of the
asylum seeker’s journey; immigration and
asylum policy is still recent, this emerging
policy represents an essential response to the
migratory crisis that has affected the
European Union since 2014. This emerging
policy represents an essential response to the
migratory crisis in view of the massive influx of
migrants, the Dublin III Regulation (Regulation
(EU) No 604/2013 of 26 June 2013) which aims
to determine the member state responsible
for examining a request for international
protection makes it possible to strengthen

LEXIQUE


Right of asylum : The right of asylum is a right, provided for in
the 1951 Geneva Convention and included in the French
Constitution, to receive international protection against a risk of
persecution.



Migrant : There is no universally recognised definition at the
international level. However, the site of the Ministry of the
interior defines a long-term migrant as "a person who has left
their usual country of residence to live in another country for at
least one year, so that the destination country effectively
becomes their new usual country of residence.



Refugee : According to Article 1 A2 of the Geneva Convention
of 28 July 1951, the term refugee applies to any person who, as a
result of an event occurring prior to 1 January 1951, and with a
reasonable fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political
opinions, is located outside their country of nationality. They
cannot, or, because of this fear, do not want to claim the
protection of this country. Alternatively, they are without
nationality and find themselves outside the country in which
they are usually resident following an event of this kind, and
cannot or do not want to return as a result of the
aforementioned fear.
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The constant commitment of France to the migrant issue
The difficulties encountered reveal the
weaknesses of the Dublin system
In fact, the development of the Dublin
regulation aimed to fight against
“asylum shopping” corresponding to
the making of several requests and the
absence of a state competent to
examine them.
Thus, the procedure established
criteria for determining the individual
member state responsible for
Article 13 of the Dublin Regulation lays
down the rule of the first country of
entry as the criterion most often
applied. However, it is easy to
understand the de facto exposure of
countries located on the external
borders of the European Union. The
migration pressure exerted on Greece
and Turkey reflects the limits of the
regime. By way of illustration,
according to the Frontex agency, in
2014, more than 170,000migrants
entered Italian territory irregularly, and
50,000 in Greece.
Although this provision has been the
subject of debate, France considers
that it is necessary to control the
borders.

of relocation over two years from
member states located on the front line
to other member states.
The real change is in country criteria for
determining the country of relocation,
which take greater account of the
wishes of asylum seekers.
As of February 2017, 11,966 people had
been relocated since the program was
launched; 3,200 from Italy, 8,766 from
Greece.
France ranks first amongst destination
countries for relocations, having
received 282 asylum seekers coming
from Greece, and 2445 coming from
Italy.

Towards Dublin IV?

A proposal for reforming the Dublin III
system is being read before the
European Parliament; it is based on 4
main points:



Revision of the criterion of first
country of entry



Development of a central collection of asylum applications at EU
level



Setting up of a limitation system
in member states according to
the number of arrivals



Consideration of family unity and
the best interests of the child in
the determination of the member
state responsible

The EU-Turkey Agreement, an objective partially achieved

The number of irregular arrivals via the
Greek islands has decreased considerably. This is not only a result of the EUTurkey agreement but also, and primarily, of the closure of the Balkan
route in March 2016.

In addition, the protection of refugees
in Turkey is still precarious. Under
Turkish law only European nationals
benefit from the international status
required by the Geneva Convention.

The decision about relocation

In response to the overload of Greece
and Italy as a result of the massive
influx of migrants, the EU Council
made a decision on 22 September 2015
for the benefit of these states (Decision
EU 2015/1601) introducing interim
measures regarding international
protection.
This decision establishes a temporary
and exceptional mechanism
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The global compact for safe, orderly and regular migratiion
On 19 September 2016, the First Summit for Refugees and Migrants was held in New York,
organised by the United Nations.

"Today's summit represents a breakthrough in our collective efforts to meet the challenges
related to human mobility,” said UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon.
By adopting the New York Declaration, member states also committed themselves to enter
into negotiations for the development of a Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular
Migration.
The overall aim of the Compact is to fight against negative perceptions of migration and
migrants against a backdrop of increasing populism in the world. In February 2018, the compact will present an unprecedented international coordination framework, collecting good
practices from different states, as well as their national experience, needs for improvement
and concrete recommendations. To collect good practices, the UN is organising 6 thematic sessions in 2017
and 2018, spread between Vienna, Geneva and New
The fifth thematic session
York.
The fifth session of the Global Compact was held at the United Nations office in Vienna on 4 and 5 September 2017 on the following
topic: “Smuggling of migrants, trafficking in persons and contemporary forms of slavery, including appropriate identification, protection
and assistance to migrants and trafficking victims”.
On this occasion, three fundamental points were discussed which
caught the attention of the French delegation:





Smuggling of migrants
Trafficking in persons
Appropriate identification, protection and assistance to migrants and victims of trafficking

Side event organised by France to improve the protection of
unaccompanied minors
On the sidelines of this 5th thematic session, France organised a parallel event, co-sponsored by Greece, to present the final
conclusions of a project which it co-financed in the amount of 60,000 euros. Coordinated by the NGOs Atina (Serbia), La Strada
Open Gate (former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia) and Arsis (Greece), the project aimed to improve the identification and
protection of unaccompanied minors along the Balkan route.
In order to achieve this goal, mobile teams operating day and night have been set up, field workers in contact with migrants have
been trained and a mechanism for exchanging information between the three NGOs has been established. A concluding meeting
of the officer in charge of the fight against trafficking in persons, the deputy internal security attaché in Athens and the liaison
officer posted in Skopje was organised in July 2017 to update the data gathered so far and draw up an assessment of the actions
implemented by this project.
In this context the panel was made up of representatives of the three NGOs (Atina, La Strada – Open Gate, ARSIS), and a French
sociologist (Olivier Peyroux), and was moderated by Coralie Cap de Boscq, an expert from the French Office of Refugees and
Stateless Persons (OFPRA). This event allowed the Permanent Representative of France to the United Nations, Jean-Louis
Falconi, to reiterate the strong commitment of France to this issue.
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Focus on...

… France commitment to the NGOs Atina (Serbia), la

Strada Open Gate (FYROM) and ARSIS (Greece) in the fight against the
smuggling of migrants and the identification of unaccompanied minors

The NGO Atina (a citizens' association for the fight against
trafficking in human beings and all forms of gender-based violence) aims to create a sustainable system to promote the social
inclusion of groups suffering from marginalisation and discrimination (primarily victims of trafficking and other forms of exploitation). The beneficiaries of these actions are mainly women and
Légende accompachildren. The association undertakes preventive action with the
gnant l'illustration.
public and the most vulnerable groups and influences public policies and decisions taken at the governmental level. Its actions
aim to protect victims of human trafficking and/or violence and
help reintegrate victims into society through its bagel store run
by former victims of exploitation, the profits of which
are returned to the association.
LA STRADA - OPEN GATE
The La Strada programme in the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia is implemented by the NGO “Open Gate - Women
Lobby and Action against Violence and Trafficking in Women” (Open Gate). In recent years, La Strada Open Gate has
become a leading NGO in the fight against trafficking in the
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. In this capacity, it
makes recommendations and suggestions to the government
to improve the identification and protection of victims. It also
performs preventive activities for particularly vulnerable
groups (children, women and the Roma community) and provides assistance to victims (24hr hotline and shelter).

ARSIS
ARSIS (Association for the Social Support of Youth) is a nongovernmental organisation specialising in the social support of
young people in distress or in danger and in the advocacy of their
rights.
Its main objectives are to prevent the marginalisation of young
people, to develop policies that defend young people’s rights and to
provide active social support for disadvantaged young people.
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Three questions for…
ATINA, ONG
1.
In the wake of the migration crisis, how do you take into
account developments in the profiles of victims of human trafficking?
victims of human trafficking? How have Atina's activities evolved to adapt to these changes? What challenges and difficulties
are you currently experiencing in this regard?

gender-based violence. The role of security forces (police) is of
crucial importance in this respect.



It is necessary to create special procedures for each form of
violence in standard operating procedures.



It is necessary to strengthen the capacities of the actors in
the field and to work on the education and awareness of all
professionals, so that they can identify violence quickly and
provide an adequate response. A coordinated multi-sector

Given the circumstances of the massive influx and rapid
movement of refugees in Serbia at the beginning of the migration crisis in 2015, the actors in the protection system were not
able to respond adequately to the risks of exploitation and vio-

approach should be created for this purpose by and for primary service providers to train them to provide services and
protection to survivors of violence.

lence affecting refugee women. In 2015 and 2016, the actors in
the protection system took an essentially humanitarian approach, which was not oriented towards long-term support



programmes. The response to acts of violence was incomplete
and often ineffective, as these acts were perceived as isolated

3. In letter #3, you present your Bagel Shop, an enterprise
for the integration of women who have been victims of
human trafficking.

cases. This resulted in a lack of collaborative activities and measures for effective prevention. However, the longer-term residence of refugees in Serbia requires a different approach to this
issue, and long-term policies for the early detection and combating of violence against refugee women and migrants.
Since the beginning of the European refugee crisis, the Atina
association has, in the field, repeatedly recorded violence

The perpetrators of violence should be prosecuted, regardless of their legal status and their transit situation.

“We must pay particular attention to
refugee women, because they are often
marginalized

and

discriminated

against."

against women on the basis of the testimonies of refugees. In
the reports of the Atina mobile field teams, it has been noted

How has this brand developed since its creation?

that refugee women are subjected to violence in their country of

Bagel Бејгл is an initiative started by our NGO to ensure the

origin, while travelling, but also in Serbia, in reception and
asylum centres, as well as in other venues of refugee life. In

economic future and sustainability of our programmes of so-

most cases the perpetrators were their partners or other mem-

of exploitation. We set up this social enterprise in 2014 to

bers of the immediate or extended family, other refugees,
smugglers and traffickers, but also professionals occupied in
providing help to migrants. In many cases, the perpetrators of
these crimes have not been punished and the cases have not

offer bagels to our fellow citizens, but also to create the neces-

been addressed. We must pay particular attention to refugee
women, because they are often marginalized and discriminated
against.

half years, Bagel Shop Бејгл has succeeded in becoming a

cial inclusion for victims of human trafficking and other forms

sary conditions for the economic empowerment of our beneficiaries through a training program and financial support for
the future work of the NGO. We are proud that in two and a
successful company, continuing to grow and to develop its
products and services. To date, more than 30 beneficiaries of
our NGO programs have been trained in culinary skills in the

2. What are your priorities for preventing and flighting
against gender-based violence? What assistance can be
provided to victims of gender-based violence?
The following recommendations can be made for preven-

Bagel Бејгл store. We invite you to contribute to the struggle
for a society of equality and justice by supporting the work of
our business and benefiting from our tasty bagels.

ting violence and exploitation amongst refugees:


Safety and security measures should be undertaken
in refugee camps in order to monitor the potential risks of

Bagel Бејгл
Knez Danilova Street No. 39
011 33 4 88 65
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French involvment in fight against
smuggling of migrants
The migration crisis, which has become an acute current concern, has resulted in a significant increase in the risk of
smuggling of migrants. The adoption of the Palermo Convention and, more precisely, of its Additional Protocol
against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, reflects the will of the international community to fight
against this crime. Under Article 3(a) of the Protocol, it is defined as “the procurement, in order to obtain, directly
or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the
person is not a national or a permanent resident”.
It should be recalled that the dismantling of networks of human trafficking will only be effective if the victims benefit from adequate protection and avenues are opened to prosecute traffickers.France has demonstrated its strong
commitment to the fight against the smuggling of migrants by numerous actions and projects.
France working alongside UNODC against the smuggling of
migrants and money laundering

"Strengthening of institutions to improve criminal judicial
cooperation for the purpose of dismantling illegal financial
flows arising from the smuggling of migrants", supported by
France in the amount of 200,000 euros
The project included three expert group meetings on various
topics:



Belgrade, November 2016:

Focussing on current challenges relating to the smuggling of
migrants and the exchange of good practice with regard to
the use of joint investigation teams with the aim of improving cross-border judicial and police cooperation.



Budva, April 2017:

The objective of this second meeting was to expose concrete
cases of money-laundering related to the smuggling of migrants in order to extract key figures and identify new operational practices of traffickers.



Split, October 2017

The main challenge will be to support the states in their
efforts to dismantle transnational trafficking networks while
respecting human rights.

France committed to associations
"Project for the identification and tracking of unaccompanied minors to prevent exploitation of migrant
minors; coordinated between the NGOs ATINA
(Serbia), La Strada Open Gate (FYROM) and Arsis
(Greece)” to which France is contributing 60,000
euros.
The project aims to improve both institutional facilities and practices in the field for the identification
and protection of the most vulnerable migrants
exposed to the risk of exploitation.
The means used to achieve these objectives are the
reinforcement and creation of mobile teams and
the training of field workers in contact with migrants for the purpose of emergency humanitarian
aid.

France working alongside the OSCE
Future project: "Training of trainers on the fight against
human trafficking and the smuggling of migrants for first
responders: a special focus on South-East Europe by the
OSCE"
The objective of the project is to increase effectiveness
in the identification of victims of human trafficking and
smuggling of migrants, particularly in vulnerable groups
consisting of children and minors.

Project with the OSCE in Serbia
"Project to strengthen regional cooperation in the fight against
the smuggling of migrants between Serbia, Hungary and
FYROM”, financed by France in the amount of 12,000 euros.
The project is based on closer coordination between judges
and the police in the identified area. In the same way, the
main idea envisaged by this cooperation is to provide logistical, concrete and material support.

Particular attention will be given to the strengthening
of a regional cooperation and regular channels of communication and interaction.
Furthermore, the organisation and implementation of
regional event for the training of trainers (TOT) to
create a pool of 35 national trainers in a maximum of
seven selected countries in South-East Europe will be at
the heart of the programme.
France has shown interest in this project. To carry it out
successfully, a financial contribution is highly possible
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… in situ training in the fight against human trafficking, organized by the
OSCE in Vicenza, Italy
For the second time in Vicenza, from 5 to 9 June 2017, the OSCE organised training for professionals to enable them to fight more effectively against human
trafficking along migration routes.
This training took place within the framework of the OSCE project, consisting of
three in situ training events, aiming to strengthen not only the capacities of the
actors in the penal system, but also those in civil society dealing with cases of exploitation of human beings on the migration route.

Accused woman in custody

The event gathered together 71 experts from 38 countries, including five French
participants. In this second simulation exercise, Caroline Charpentier, magistrate
and special advisor for the “fight against human trafficking and related crimes”
played the role of “supervisor” to the team of prosecutors. More specifically, the
exercise was related to the processing of two cases of human trafficking and required comprehensive handling of these cases, beginning with the identification of
the victims and their protection and leading up to the carrying out of an investigation. The presence of judicial and civilian actors, international organisations such
as the IOM, the UNHCR and INTERPOL, and journalists covering the event allowed
this simulation to be carried out under particularly favourable conditions.

Prosecutors’ team

A third and final simulation was held in September 2017 with the same number of
participants. Three French experts participated, as well as the gendarmerie officer
Alain Buedo, seconded to the Permanent Mission of France to the OSCE.
In 2018, the OSCE will publish a practical handbook for states on how to carry out
effective simulations to fight against human trafficking. Final conclusions will be
presented in Vienna in 2018. An association with the training schools of the judicial
and police authorities might be appropriate in order to develop this new form of
training at a national level.

Paper « Dreamland Times »
published during the simulation

to

In short



On 4 and 5 September 2017, a 5th informal thematic session was held in Vienna as part of the
development of the Global Compact for Safe,
Orderly and Regular Migration.



A working group on human trafficking and migrant smuggling was held at UNODC from 6 to
13 September.



From 26 to 29 September, the regional expert
on fight against human trafficking in Southeast
Europe travelled to Tirana to meet with national and international partners involved in the
fight against trafficking and the protection of
victims of exploitation.



From 17 to 20 October, Ms. Charpentier will
take part in the 3rd seminar organised by
UNODC in Split (Croatia) on Smuggling of Migrants and Money Laundering alongside Deputy
Permanent Representative Mr Pailler and Ambassador Meunier in office in Zagreb.



From 1 to 3 November, the closing seminar of
the OSCE project on forced marriages will be
held in Montenegro (Podgorica).



Together with the UNODC and ICMPD, France
will organise a meeting of national coordinators
of the fight against human trafficking in SouthEast Europe from 14 to 17 November in Former
Yougoslav Republic of Macedonia (Skopje).
Ré-
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Contact
MS. CAROLINE CHARPENTIER
Special advisor for the “fight against human trafficking and related
crimes”
caroline-marie.charpentier@diplomatie.gouv.fr
Permanent representation of France to the UNO and the international
organisations in Vienna
Permanent representation of France to the OSCE
Schwarzenbergplatz 16, 1010, Vienna (Austria)
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